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Abstract

Time-lapse videos usually perform eye-catching appear-
ances but are often hard to create. In this paper, we propose
a self-supervised end-to-end model to generate the time-
lapse video from a single image and a reference video. Our
key idea is to extract both the style and the features of tem-
poral variation from the reference video, and transfer them
onto the input image. To ensure both the temporal con-
sistency and realness of our resultant videos, we introduce
several novel designs in our architecture, including class-
wise NoiseAdaIN, flow loss, and the video discriminator. In
comparison to the baselines of state-of-the-art style trans-
fer approaches, our proposed method is not only efficient
in computation but also able to create more realistic and
temporally smooth time-lapse video of a still image, with its
temporal variation consistent to the reference.

1. Introduction

Time-lapse videos provide a great way to capture the dy-
namic world and let us visualize the temporal change of the
scenes. As the time-lapse videos are sped up to show longer
footage (e.g. seasonal or daily changes) in a shorter period
of time, they often present great variance in color appear-
ance and rapid movement, which make them unique and
popular nowadays. However, taking a time-lapse video is
time-consuming and costly since it typically requires sta-
ble hardware devices or mounting equipment for cameras
to prevent unwanted camera motions. In order to alleviate
the difficulty of shooting time lapse videos, we propose an
algorithm of time-lapse synthesis by animating a still image
with its temporal change adopted from the existing time-
lapse videos that are already available on the internet.

As examples shown in Figure 1, given an image in the
leftmost column as our target, we attempt to transfer the
continuous and photorealistic changes appearing in the ref-
erence video (as shown in the topmost row) into the tar-
get image and create the corresponding time-lapse video.
Due to the nature of time-lapse videos for having compli-
cated and nonlinear changes in both temporal and spatial
domains, which we can usually observe, the resultant time-
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Figure 1. Given a still image (the leftmost column), we aim to gen-
erate its corresponding time-lapse animation which has the tem-
poral changes consistent with the reference time-lapse video (as
shown in the topmost row).

lapse video based on our synthesis should maintain both the
temporal consistency and realness simultaneously.

There have been several works of time-lapse video gen-
eration proposed, yet with different problem settings from
ours. For instance, the data-driven algorithm proposed by
Shih et al. [24] relies on a database of time-lapse videos of
various scenes to hallucinate a plausible image at a different
time of day from an input image. Another deep-learning-
based model from [19] learns the correlation between dif-
ferent timing of the day and their corresponding illumina-
tion change of an outdoor scene. While being given an out-
door image and various timestamps as inputs, the method
can synthesize a time-lapse video with continuous changes
in the illumination. Differ from these works, our proposed
scenario does not require any database and is able to take ar-
bitrary time-lapse video as reference, thus being more prac-
tical and not limited to have only daily or any particular
temporal changes.

Without loss of generality, our work can also be seen as
an extension of style transfer. Due to the popularity of deep
learning techniques nowadays, we have recently witnessed
quite some research efforts being devoted to transfer not
only the artistic styles [6, 11, 16] but also the photorealistic
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ones [15, 17, 32] into the target image, where the latter is
more related to our settings to perform transfer across real-
world images. Although those photorealistic style transfer
algorithms could produce realistic results, they typically are
computationally heavy [17, 32] and rely on post-processing
steps to reduce the artifacts as well as maintain the real-
ness of the generated output [15, 17]. Moreover, directly
applying image-wise style transfer would lead to temporal
inconsistency (e.g. flickering or artifacts on the boundary)
in the resultant video. Even though there exist several video
style transfer methods [1, 10, 21] to improve the temporal
consistency, they are aiming to transfer artistic styles onto a
video, in which their objective again is obviously different
from ours of producing realistic time-lapse videos.

Given a time-lapse video as reference and a still image
as our target to animate, our proposed framework of time-
lapse generation resolves the aforementioned issues to have
both realness and temporal consistency in the output video,
by utilizing three main designs: (1) classwise AdaIN and
NoiseAdaIN to perform fast style transfer from reference
video to the input image and maintain different patterns
of temporal variation across different object classes; (2) a
new objective function, i.e. flow loss, to encourage the co-
herence in high-level feature space between the temporal
changes in the reference video and those in our generated
one; (3) a video discriminator based on adversarial learn-
ing to preserve both temporal consistency and realness of
video frames simultaneously. Furthermore, another signifi-
cant advantage of our proposed model is that its training is
based on a self-supervised learning scheme. Therefore we
do not require any particular dataset with groundtruth pairs
between input images and the time-lapse videos.

We experimentally verify the efficacy of our proposed
method in comparison to several baselines of style trans-
fer, and demonstrate that our model is able to provide better
qualitative results and obtain superior performance in terms
of several evaluation metrics. Our contributions in this pa-
per are threefold:

• We design an end-to-end time-lapse generative net-
work which can synthesize a time-lapse video from an
input image and a reference video, which is more gen-
eral for the practical use.

• We introduce classwise NoiseAdaIn, flow loss, and
video discriminator to improve both the temporal
consistency and realness of the resultant time-lapse
videos.

• We develop a self-supervised training scheme for
learning time-lapse generation. Our model shows bet-
ter qualitative and quantitative performance with re-
spect to several baselines.

2. Related Works
Style Transfer. In recent years, style transfer has become
a popular research topic together with the renaissance of
deep learning [2, 5, 7, 20, 23, 29, 30]. Gatys et al. [6] are
the first to demonstrate impressive style transfer results by
matching the feature Gram matrices between the generated
image and the style image based on an iterative optimiza-
tion process, which however requires quite heavy computa-
tion. Some approaches [12, 14, 28] overcome the issue by
replacing the optimization process with feed-forward neural
networks, but are only able to transfer one fixed style in a
single network. Several research works [3, 8, 11, 16, 22, 33]
progress to release this limitation and perform universal
style transfer (i.e. being able to take any image as the source
of style) by matching feature statistics of the content im-
age towards the ones from the style image. Although these
methods perform well in transferring artistic styles, they are
not suitable for photorealistic style transfer due to the se-
vere distortion of structures. In order to generate photoreal-
istic images upon style transfer, Luan et al. [18] introduce
an additional photorealism regularization term to preserve
the structure, but their algorithm requires heavy computa-
tion to solve regularized optimization problem. Other meth-
ods [15, 17] try to achieve photorealism by additional post-
processing, which instead could blur the final outputs. An
end-to-end model [32] proposed lately resolves the afore-
mentioned issues by using wavelet pooling, which sepa-
rates features into different frequency components for bet-
ter preservation of the image details. However, even these
style transfer algorithms perform well in generating indi-
vidual frames of the time-lapse video, i.e. transferring the
style of each reference video frame into the input image,
the final output video could have the problem of temporal
inconsistency. There are also several video style transfer
approaches [1, 10, 21] proposed recently, which are able to
preserve the temporal consistency by adding temporal con-
straints, but they focus mainly on the artistic style transfer
instead of the photorealistic one that we would like to have
in our task of time-lapse generation.

Animating Still Images. Creating animation from a single
image has been a longstanding research problem in com-
puter vision. Being the most related to our problem sce-
nario of generating time-lapse video, Shih et al. [24] pre-
dict the appearance of a single outdoor image at different
hours by using a color transfer algorithm with reference to
the most similar videos in their database, which basically
requires huge space of storage at runtime. Another condi-
tional GAN based method [19] takes timestamp as condi-
tion, predicting how an outdoor scene looks like at different
time of a day. However, this approach can only synthesize
daily changes. Different from their objective, our model
synthesizes time-lapse video of a still image via referring to
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an input time-lapse video (which is taken under the static
camera setting basically.) In other words, our method does
not require timestamp condition, and the input reference
video can be any time-lapse one hence being able to pro-
duce arbitrary temporal changes as shown in the reference.
Moreover, in the past few years, lots of video synthesis or
frame prediction methods [25, 27, 31, 35] based on gen-
erative adversarial networks (GANs) have been proposed.
They, however, mainly focus on specific target actions or
phenomenons thus are clearly different from our task in this
paper.

3. Proposed Method
As motivated in the introduction, the objective of our

proposed method is to synthesize a time-lapse video from
a still image by taking another time-lapse video (captured
with the static camera) as the reference of temporal varia-
tion. The architecture of our proposed model is illustrated
in Figure 2, consisting of three components: generator G,
discriminator D, and a feature extractor Φ based on a pre-
trained VGG-19 network [26]. In the following, we will
describe how we achieve the time-lapse generation in de-
tail.

3.1. Time-Lapse Generation

Our generator G leverages a typical encoder-decoder
architecture as depicted in the left of Figure 2, which is
composed of three subnetworks: EGI , EGv , and DG . Let
I be the target image that we would like to animate, gen-
erator G sequentially takes every 3 adjacent frames V =
{Ft, Ft+1, Ft+2} from the reference video to transfer their
temporal changes into I for producing one video frame in
the resultant time-lapse. The process of the transfer is based
on the idea of stylization stemmed from the technique of
adaptive instance normalization (i.e., AdaIN [11]). Basi-
cally the feature statistics obtained from V by EGv are used
to modulate the features EGI(I) extracted from I , where
the modulation takes place in the decoder DG and finally
we get the synthesized frame F̃t as the output of DG :

F̃t = G(I, V )

= DG(EGI(I), EGv(V )).
(1)

The design of EGI and DG is similar to the one proposed
in a recent work of end-to-end photorealistic style transfer
model, i.e. WCT2 [32]. Basically, the EGI is built upon
the ImageNet [4] pre-trained VGG-19 network [26] from
conv1 1 layer to relu4 1 layer but replaces the max
pooling layers with wavelet pooling, in which EGI is fixed
in the training stage. The decoder DG has a mirror struc-
ture of EGI with using wavelet unpooling layers instead of
the typical upsampling ones. The wavelet pooling opera-
tions based on Haar kernels can decompose the input feature

map into low-frequency components and high-frequency
ones, where only the former proceeds to the next layer and
get modulated in the decoder by using the statistics from
EGv(V ) while the latter is directly skipped to the corre-
sponding layers in the decoder. The motivation of adopting
wavelet pooling is to preserve most of the fine structures
and details of an image as they are mainly maintained in the
high-frequency components, which leads to making the fi-
nal output more photorealistic. For the encoder EGv which
aims to extract the style information and the dynamics of V ,
its architecture is almost identical to the VGG-19 network
up to relu2 1 layer, with simply modifying its first con-
volution layer conv1 1 to support the input size of V (i.e.
three video frames.)

There is a main modification we have in generator G,
i.e. classwise AdaIN and NoiseAdaIN, which significantly
makes it different from the one of [32]. First, as we could
observe from most of the time-lapse videos that the regions
of different classes usually have different patterns of tem-
poral variation, we thus explicitly utilize the semantic label
map for performing the classwise modulation both in the
training and testing stages. To be detailed, after applying
the semantic segmentation on both V and I , for each re-
gion/segment in I of a specific class, its feature is modu-
lated by the feature statistics obtained from the segments in
V of the same class.

Second, instead of sequentially performing whitening
& coloring transform (i.e. WCT [16]) at each scale of
the encoder-decoder network as [32], we choose to use
AdaIN [11] as our tool for modulation due to its simplic-
ity and efficiency in terms of computation. In particular,
we apply AdaIN twice in the decoder DG , on the layers
symmetric to relu2 1 and relu1 1 of EGI (denoted as
D relu2 1 and D relu1 1 respectively). Please note that
these two times of AdaIN are actually aimming to perform
modulation on the higher-level and the lower-level features
respectively.

In D relu2 1, with denoting the feature map from pre-
vious layer as x and the feature map of relu2 1 layer from
EGV as y (i.e. Erelu2 1

GV (V )), the classwise AdaIN is:

AdaIN(xs, ys) = σ(ys)

(
xs − µ(xs)
σ(xs)

)
+ µ(ys),∀s (2)

where the subscript s helps to indicate the regions of differ-
ent object classes by referring to the corresponding seman-
tic label maps, and µ, σ denote the mean and the standard
deviation respectively. This operation is able to transfer the
style from y to x by matching their statistics. Moreover, if
there exists no counterpart in y for a certain class s in x,
we simply use the statistics over the whole feature map, i.e.
µ(y) and σ(y), to perform the modulation on s.

For the second modulation in the D relu1 1 layer,
since now it is dealing with the low-level features that are
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Figure 2. Architecture overview of our proposed method, together with the objectives used in the model learning. Our model contains
a generator G, a discriminator D, and a feature extractor Φ based on a pretrained VGG-19 network [26], in which the generator G is
composed of EGI , EGv , and DG . We shade each subnetwork in different colors, where the gray-shaded ones are pretrained and fixed,
while the blue-shaded ones are learnable in our model training procedure. Our model takes an image I and a reference video clip V as
input, and produces a frame F̃t which in result has the content of I and the style transferred from V . The learning of our model is based on
the self-supervised scheme, where the input image I during the training stage is the mean image averaged over the whole input reference
video after being horizontally-flipped. Please refer to the description in the Section 3 for more details.
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Figure 3. Details of the decoder DG . The decoder takes image
features EGI(I), video features Erelu1 1

GV (V ) and Erelu2 1
GV (V ) as

inputs to perform the modulation twice: first on D relu2 1 by
AdaIN, second on D relu1 1 by our proposed NoiseAdaIN with
using the noise map zt.

much closer to the final output, the typical AdaIN oper-
ation would apply the same mean and standard deviation
for all the pixels in the region of the same class thus po-
tentially causing unrealistic and monotonic appearance in
each region. In order to deal with this issue, we propose
the NoiseAdaIN technique which basically attempts to add
slight noise during the procedure of AdaIN for enriching the
spatial variation within each region. Given the feature map
x before D relu1 1 and the feature map y from relu1 1
of EGV (i.e. Erelu1 1

GV (V )), our NoiseAdaIN is realized by:

NoiseAdaIN(x, y) = σ(y)

(
x− µ(x)
σ(x)

)
+ µ(y)z. (3)

where z is a noise map with its size equal to x ∈ RH×W×D.
Please note that the NoiseAdaIN operation is also applied in
a classwise manner, here we skip the subscript s in Eq. 3 for
simplicity.

AdaIN

NoiseAdaIN

Figure 4. Comparison between AdaIN and NoiseAdaIN. The first
row sequentially shows the input image and two frames in the ref-
erence video, with two regions in the reference frames highlighted
on the rightmost column. The corresponding semantic label maps
of input image and reference frames are shown on the top-left cor-
ner of them. The second and third rows show the results produced
by using typical AdaIN and our proposed NoiseAdaIN in the mod-
ulation respectively.

Furthermore, since we would sequentially take every
three frames from the reference video together with I as
our input to generate time-lapse frames {F̃t}t=1···N , where
N is the total number of frames in the reference video, the
noise map z used in each time step t should not only be
spatially but also temporally smooth for avoiding the dras-
tic variation in the local region and the flickering between
generated frames. To achieve this, we first create a global
noise map Z ∈ RH×W×(DN) with each element sampled
from N (1, σz), smooth it with a Gaussian filter of size
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3 × 3 × 3, where the temporal and spatial smoothness of
the noise maps are ensured, and split the smoothed Z into
N tensors {z1, z2, · · · , zN}with each at size ofH×W×D.
For generating F̃t, we then take its corresponding zt for the
use of applying NoiseAdaIN. σz here decides the influence
level of z, which is set to 0.5 across all our experiments.
In Figure 4 we provide a comparison of applying AdaIN or
NoiseAdaIN in the D relu1 1 layer. As we can see, there
are lighted lamps in the mountain area in the reference video
(first row), our proposed NoiseAdaIN (third row) is able
to simulate the lighting phenomenon while AdaIN (second
row) instead homogeneously brightens the entire mountain
area due to its application of the same statistics on the whole
region.

3.2. Training Objectives

As our problem scenario is to take a still image and a
reference video to produce a time-lapse video, there is no
dataset under such setting that we can directly play with.
Moreover, it is also almost impossible to collect a dataset
with proper groundtruth (e.g. there is no way we can find
a real-world time-lapse video of the landscape in Tokyo
which has the seasonal or daily changes as in Paris.)

For addressing the problem of having no proper dataset,
here we propose a self-supervised learning scheme. Basi-
cally, we use the mean image averaged over all the frames
in the reference video, i.e. 1

N

∑N
t=1 Ft, as the source of our

input image I in the training time. Furthermore, we explic-
itly flip I horizontally, as shown in Figure 2, in order to
prevent our model from learning the spatial correlation be-
tween I and the reference video clip V since now they are
from the same video. Based on this setting, the ideal result
of the generated output F̃t is exactly the flipped Ft from V ,
where their difference can then be used as the objective to
drive our model training. We now detail all the objective
functions in the following.

Perceptual loss. As mentioned above, since I is of the same
scene as the flipped reference video in the training time,
the generated frame F̃t must be similar to the flipped Ft,
which is denoted as F flip

t . We adopt the perceptual loss
Lperceptual proposed in [12] to penalize the Euclidean dis-
tance between the deep features extracted from F flip

t and
the ones from F̃t:

Lperceptual =
∑
l

‖Φl(F flip
t )− Φl(F̃t)‖2, (4)

where Φl(·) denotes the feature representation obtained
from the l-th layer of a pretrained VGG network, basically
relu1 1, relu2 1, relu3 1, and relu4 1 layers are
used in our implementation.

Content loss. Moreover, in order to preserve the structure of
I in the generated F̃t, we design the content loss Lcontent to

encourage their content similarity on both high-frequency
and low-frequency components (please note that our EGI
has the wavelet pooling operation to decompose the fea-
tures into different frequency components, as described in
Section 3.1). Furthermore, we also minimize the difference
between the whitened I and the whitened F̃t for alleviating
the influence of different color appearance.

Lcontent =α‖EGI(I)− EGI(F̃t)‖2
+ (1− α)‖h(I)− h(F̃t)‖2,

(5)

where h(·) denotes the whitening function and α helps to
balance those two terms in Lcontent, in which α is first set
to 1 and exponentially decays as training goes on.

Style loss. In addition to the content loss, here we also adopt
the style loss Lstyle as in the original AdaIN work [11] to
encourage the similarity in terms of feature statistics be-
tween F̃t and F flip

t , which is written as:

Lstyle =
1

Ns

∑
s

∑
l

‖µ(Φl
s(F

flip
t ))− µ(Φl

s(F̃t))‖2

+
1

Ns

∑
s

∑
l

‖σ(Φl
s(F

flip
t ))− σ(Φl

s(F̃t))‖2,
(6)

where s represents different semantic classes in the scene
and Ns denotes the total number of classes.

Flow loss. We assume that for a region of a specific class
within the reference time-lapse video (captured with the
static camera), its temporal variation would likely construct
a path in the high-level feature space (i.e. pretrained VGG
features in our method), and we denote the mean difference
between VGG features obtained from the same region of
two adjacent video frames as flow, which can be written as:

F l
s(Ft, Ft+1) = µ(Φl

s(Ft+1)− Φl
s(Ft)). (7)

As our model aims to transfer the pattern of temporal
variation from V to I for generating F̃ , ideally the flow of
the generated video should be identical to the one of the
reference video, thus the difference in flow between them
ought to be penalized for encouraging the temporal consis-
tency in the generated time-lapse. The flow loss Lflow is
hence defined as:

Lflow =
1

Ns

∑
s

∑
l

|F l
s(Ft, Ft+1)−F l

s(F̃t, F̃t+1)|

+
1

Ns

∑
s

∑
l

|F l
s(F1, Ft)−F l

s(F̃1, F̃t)|.
(8)

Note here we explicitly include the flow between the first
frame and the frame at time t as the second term in Lflow

for keeping the long-term temporal consistency as well.

Cycle Consistency loss. We step further to design a cy-
cle consistency loss Lcycle which helps EGv and DG to
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precisely extract temporal variation from V and generate
frames with consistent temporal changes. Basically, the ad-
jacent generated frames Ṽ = {F̃t, F̃t+1, F̃t+2} should have
the similar classwise temporal changes as V regardless of
their difference in the content. In order to make compari-
son between Ṽ and V independent of the content, the cycle
consistency loss Lcycle is based on the Gram matrix of the
feature maps extracted by EGv , in which it is defined as:

Lcycle =
1

Ns

∑
s

‖Gs(EGV (Ṽ ))−Gs(EGV (V ))‖2, (9)

where the function Gs outputs the Gram matrix of the fea-
ture maps obtained by EGv for a certain class s.

Video Adversarial loss. Inspired by the adversarial learn-
ing scheme [9], we design a discriminator to further im-
prove both the temporal smoothness and the realness of the
generated video. As illustrated in the right of Figure 2, the
input of D is either a reference video clip V concatenated
with horizontally flipped video V flip or V concatenated
with generated video clip Ṽ . The adversarial objective of
D is formulated as:

Ladv =E(V,V flip)logD(V, V flip)

+ E(V,Ṽ )log(1−D(V, Ṽ )),
(10)

where D distinguishes between real videos and generated
ones. Since the inputs are video clips,D can simultaneously
judge the realness of frames and the fluency of the video.

3.3. Total Loss and Implementation Details

The overall objective of our model training is the sum of
the aforementioned loss terms:

L(θG , θD) = Ladv + λ1Lperceptual + λ2Lcontent

+ λ3Lstyle + λ4Lflow + λ5Lcycle,
(11)

where θG and θD are the network parameters of generator G
and discriminator D. Note here again that in the generator
G, only EGV and DG are learnable while EGI is pretrained
and fixed. To control the balance of each loss function, the
hyperparameters λ1 to λ5 are respectively set to 0.1, 0.05,
10, 100, and 0.05.

We implement our model based on the PyTorch frame-
work. We train our model for 200 epochs with the batch-
size set to 1. For DG and the discriminator D, they are
trained from scratch with Adam optimizer and learning rate
of 10−4. And for EGV , its parameters from conv1 2 to
relu2 1 layers are initialized by the ones from from Im-
ageNet pre-trained VGG-19 network, which get finetuned
in our training process by using SGD optimizer with learn-
ing rate 10−4, momentum 0.9, and weight decay 10−4. The
semantic label maps of the training set are annotated by our-
selves, while the ones used in the testing time are generated

by the semantic segmentation model released in [34]. All
our source code, models, and the dataset will be publicly
available upon paper acceptance.

4. Experiments
Datasets. We adopt the Webcam Clip Art Dataset [13] for
our model training and use the dataset of [24] as the test set.
The Webcam Clip Art Dataset contains roughly 580, 000
images taken from 54 webcam sequences, totaling around
10, 500 days. However, it is time consuming to train with
such long sequences. To overcome this issue, in each epoch,
we randomly select 64 adjacent frames from each of the
sequences as the reference videos. For the test database
from [24], it contains 450 time-lapse videos, covering a
wide range of landscapes and cityscapes, including city sky-
line, lake, and mountain view. We select 30 videos (in total
10, 350 images) with significant changes in color appear-
ance as our reference videos in the testing time.
Baselines. Since there is no prior work of the same problem
setting as ours, we compare our results with several existing
style transfer methods, including the universal approaches
(i.e. WCT [16] and AdaIN [11]) and the photorealistic ones
(i.e. WCT2 [32] and Li et al. [15]). We use the source
code provided by the authors with the default parameters,
and perform the transfer process in a frame-by-frame man-
ner. Please note that both the WCT2 [32] and Li et al. [15]
have demonstrated the ability of their proposed algorithms
in performing style transfer on videos, therefore we believe
it is reasonable to have them also as competitive baselines
of the photorealistic video style transfer, while other related
works in video style transfer only focus on artistic styles.
The semantic label maps are provided to all these baselines
in order to have fair comparison.

4.1. Qualitative Results

Figure 5 shows the results from WCT [16], AdaIN [11],
WCT2 [32], Li et al. [15], and ours. WCT not only seriously
distorts the content but also create videos with flickering ar-
tifacts. AdaIN can better preserve temporal consistency, but
it still can not well maintain the structure and details. WCT2

well keeps the details of the input image. However, there are
two significant disadvantages for WCT2: First, it causes ob-
vious boundaries between different regions, e.g. the bound-
ary between the tree and the buildings in the first set as well
as the border between the ground and the sky in the sec-
ond set; Second, it sometimes creates spotty artifacts like
the second set shows. Method proposed by Li et al. learns a
covariance-based transformation matrix to transfer the tar-
get style. However, their results often preserve too much
color information of the content image. For example in the
first set, the color appearance of the sea and the buildings
near to it should be darker as other style transfer methods
show. Furthermore, Li et al. rely on post-processing step to
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WCT AdaIN Li oursWCT2 WCT AdaIN WCT2 Li ours

Figure 5. Two sets of example results for time-lapse video synthesis. For each set, input image, reference video frames, and their cor-
responding segmentation maps (on the top-left corner) are shown on the first column. The results produced by WCT [16], AdaIN [11],
WCT2 [32], Li et al. [15], and our proposed model are sequentially provided from the second column.

Input Reference	frame WCT AdaIN WCT2 Li ours

Figure 6. Example comparison of our model with respect to baselines on the robustness toward the reference frame with defects, i.e. the
horizontal stripes in the sky region. Our result is less affected while the baselines have visible artifacts.

generate harmonious and photorealistic results but it leads
to blurry artifacts, as observable on the sky region in the
second set. In contrast, our model successfully learns the
features of temporal variation from the adjacent frames of
reference video and synthesizes realistic time-lapse frames
without utilizing any post-processing operation to preserve
the details of the input image. Besides, our method is able to
work on arbitrary input image and reference videos. More
examples will be provided in the supplementary material.

Moreover, since our model extracts features from mul-
tiple adjacent frames of the reference video, it is robust to
deal with the reference frame with defects. As shown in
Figure 6, the reference frame Ft suddenly corrupts due to
horizontal stripes in the sky (please zoom in for better visu-
alization), which leads to visible artifacts on the results from

baselines. On the contrary, our result is almost unaffected.

4.2. Quantitative Results

Photorealistic stylization. To measure the photorealism,
we adopt two metrics for spatial recovery and stylization
effectiveness. In the evaluation of spatial recovery, we cal-
culate the structural similarity (SSIM) between input im-
age and generated frames. As for stylization, we report the
difference in VGG Gram matrices between the outputs of
each model and the corresponding reference frame. Fig-
ure 7 shows SSIM (X-axis) versus style loss (Y-axis). The
ideal photorealistic result should simultaneously have the
similar structure as the input image and match the style of
reference video frames, in which it corresponds to the top-
right corner of Figure 7. As we can see, artistic style transfer
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Figure 7. SSIM (higher is better) versus Gram loss (lower is bet-
ter). Li− represents [15] without post-processing step. Dotted line
depicts the gap between before and after post-processing step in
the approach of Li et al. Our result is marked as red star.

WCT AdaIN WCT2 Li ours
photorealism X X X

Etmp 1.999 0.189 0.093 0.100 0.113
σtmp 1.641 0.199 0.234 0.235 0.227

Table 1. Evaluation of temporal consistency on different methods.

methods (i.e. WCT and AdaIN) get higher scores in styliza-
tion but are not able to well preserve the structure. WCT2

successfully maintains the input content to get higher SSIM
but has less consistency to the style of reference frames
which leads to higher Gram loss. By comparing the gap
between before and after post-processing step, we can ob-
viously observe that the baseline of Li et al. reaches high
image quality mainly by the post-processing step instead of
the stylization network. However, as we can see in Figure 5,
post-processing step could overly smooth the final results.
On the contrary, our proposed method outperforms base-
lines without any post-processing step.
Temporal consistency. We compare temporal consisten-
cies of different methods via Etmp [10], which evaluates
temporal error by averaged pixel-wise Euclidean difference
in color between consecutive frames over a video sequence:

Etmp = β

√√√√ 1

(N − 1)×D

N−1∑
t=1

(F̃t − F̃t+1)2, (12)

where N denotes the total number of frames, D is the num-
ber of pixels in a frame, and β is a constant, which is set
to 103 here. To further compare the flow of the generated
video and the one of reference video, we evaluate the differ-
ence in standard deviation between the reference flow and
the generated flow in pixel level:

σtmp =
β

(N − 1)

N−1∑
t=1

|σ(Ft+1−Ft)−σ(F̃t+1−F̃t)|. (13)

WCT AdaIN WCT2 Li ours
photorealism X X X
64× 64 0.59 27.66 0.41 3.82 60.87
128× 128 0.43 26.13 0.40 3.59 31.77
256× 256 0.28 19.80 0.36 2.73 11.19
512× 512 0.11 11.19 0.33 1.82 2.23
1024× 1024 0.03 4.35 0.26 0.73 0.58

Table 2. Runtime performance. The result is measured in FPS on
a single 2080 Ti GPU. Our approach is faster than other photore-
alism methods in most of the cases.

Table 1 shows the evaluation of temporal consistency in
terms of Etmp and σtmp (both lower the better). As we can
see, artistic methods are more prone to having flicker videos
with flickering artifacts (thus higher in Etmp) while all
the photorealistic methods can generate temporally smooth
videos. When we further compare σtmp across photorealis-
tic methods, it shows that our model has the best results due
to our novel design of temporal objectives, e.g. Lflow.
Runtime comparison. Table 2 shows the runtime compar-
ison of baselines and ours. The reported runtime for each
model is an average of 10 video generation, 640 frames in
total, on a single 2080 Ti GPU. The results are measured
in FPS. As the table shows, our method can reach real-time
generation in low resolution, achieving maximum about 148
times faster than other methods. In 256 × 256 resolution,
AdaIN is able to complete real-time transfer. However, the
generated image is not exquisite enough. Among photoreal-
ism methods, our algorithm remarkably outperforms others
and reaches the same order in FPS as AdaIN. In high res-
olution generation, existing methods are unable to achieve
real-time effectiveness, while our method can still reach the
same order as the state-of-the-art photorealistic algorithm.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end time-lapse syn-

thesis network with taking a single image and a reference
video as inputs. The overall model training is driven by our
self-supervised learning scheme. The experimental results
show that our model is both efficient and effective, which
transfers various temporal changes from the reference video
into the generated time-lapse video. In comparison to base-
lines of state-of-the-art style transfer methods, our model
can simultaneously keep the details of the input image and
obtain better temporal consistency. Moreover, as currently
the moving objects are not taken into consideration for our
model, we would step forward to address that in the future
work.
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